1. Describe the moment that snowflakes fall on NumberOpolis!
2. Can you find a snowflake with more than 6 arms? Should you be able to find one?
3. How many sets of reindeer antlers were made for the Digits band members?
4. Find 5 different types of cookies on the large cookie tray that hide Santa Zero.
5. How many pink star cookies do you see in the large pile of cookies?
6. What fabric are the scarves of the Fabulous Figure 8 Skating Family made of? Where else is it on the usual NumberOpolis! Studio 10 set?
7. How many 8’s are part of the Fabulous Figure 8 Skating Family? Find 4 small, 3 medium and 1 large member of the family.
8. How many snacks are in the reindeer house? How did you count them? What do they look like?
9. How many snowman cookies did you see? Do your friends or family agree?
10. What is the difference between Santa behind the cookies and Santa on the sled?
11. Find a lime green holiday ball decoration in the video.
12. Find 1 different mints in the video.
13. Find a mint that looks a bit scared in the video.
14. Find two red cookies in the video.
15. Which number is Dasher?
16. Which number is Comet?
17. Find the large star above NumberOpolis! How many points does it have?
18. What direction did the large 8 go to make the Figure 8 on the ice?
19. Find a Holiday stocking in the video.
20. What direction did the large 8 turn to spin after finishing the figure 8 on the ice?
21. Describe the picture you see in the figure 8 created on the ice by the large 8.
22. Find 3 clear trees and one clear green tree in the set.
23. Find 5 small wreaths in the set.
24. Find a pink holiday ball in the video.
25. What game team is number 7 on?
26. Find 7 small green fuzzy trees in the set.
27. Find 2 green cookies in the video.
28. Find all 10 single-digit numbers 0-9 in a holiday wreath. How many of each can you find on the wreath?
29. Find 2 misspelled instruments that were accepted by the announcer as correct.
30. Why would Italy and Rome be accepted by the game announcer as the correct location of Day 4? How are they alike?
31. What is the difference between a marimba and a xylophone?
32. How many different colors of circular rings are strung across the set?
33. How does Zero keep his beard on?
34. Find some holly in the video.
35. Find two sweaters in the video. How are they decorated?
36. What kind of baker hat does Pi wear?
37. Find a sign naming the location as Stratford-upon-Avon in the video.
38. Can you find a house in your neighborhood that keeps the holiday lights on all year?
39. Can you find a holiday sweater in your neighborhood that lights up?
40. Find two black gloves being used at the same time by puppeteers.
41. Find 12 windows that are lit in the house behind Shakespeare.
42. How many letters to Santa are put into Santa’s mail box during the video?
43. What is the name of the new free phone app created by The Numbers Lady?
44. Find William Shakespeare’s quill.
45. Find a green bowtie in the video.
46. Find a door wreath in Stratford-upon-Avon in the video.
47. Where do you see the reindeer fly?
48. Which member of the Digits is reflected in the shiny Happy New Year sign on the set?
49. How did El-9 repurpose the 2017 glasses to become 2019 glasses for Zero?
50. Which of Zero’s hands has a white bell?
51. Find a Happy New Year sign in the set.
52. How many curls does Phi have in her hair?
53. Name at least six different languages for “Happy New Year” in the video. (Note: due to varieties in spelling among the languages, all presented on the slide are from Microsoft translator.)